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virtual serial port device driver (vspd) is a free software
program that allows you to connect a computer to a wide
variety of devices via virtual serial ports. you can connect
to serial ports on a wide variety of devices including: pcs
with: modems and the newer feature pack for modems.
note: the program is not compatible with all modem
feature packs. for example, the winmodem and
winmodem 2.2 feature packs do not work. the only
modem supported at the time of the release is the
winmodem and winmodem 2.2. usb-rs232/rs422/rs485
serial-to-usb adapter. you can choose the driver you wish
to use for usb-rs232/rs422/rs485 adapter. the driver
supports microsoft usb-rs232/rs422/rs485 class-compliant
interfaces. the driver supports all windows os version.
most usb-rs232/rs422/rs485 serial adapters are supported
out of the box. in the event that your particular model is
not supported by the driver, use one of the supported usb-
rs232/rs422/rs485 serial-to-usb adapter drivers. the usb-
rs232/rs422/rs485 adapter driver supports all windows os
version. the serial port is simply a way to send and
receive data to and from a computer or device. the serial
port is a unidirectional connection. it is used to send data
to the device or computer and receive data from the
device or computer. the serial port is not always used to
send data to the computer. in this case, the computer has
a serial port on the back of the computer and that is
where you connect the serial cable. the serial cable is
used to send data from the serial port on the computer to
a device that is plugged into the back of the computer.
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the next serial port monitoring tool we will look at is
virtual serial ports emulator. this is a free software that
emulates serial ports, supporting several hundred com

ports. we will use this program to test our proposed
solutions. in order to use this program you will need to

download it to your computer. also, you will need to enter
the com port number or number range in the box

provided. this project is currently maintained by jeroen
meijssen. the code is available from and is licensed under
the terms of the gnu gpl v3. the project is now supported
by kopnik. the project is now hosted at . * max. port #:
limits the number of virtual com ports. if the number of

virtual com ports reaches this limit, new connections will
be denied and new ports will be disabled. by default, the

number of virtual com ports is set to 10. hw vsp includes a
waveform monitor that can be used for debugging or to

track system activity. in addition to monitoring, the
waveform monitor can be used to display the port states
for each port. hw vsp supports up to 64 different ports.
the application comes in two different versions: hw vsp

basic and hw vsp premium. each version provides a
different set of features. all the features of hw vsp basic

are included in hw vsp premium, plus the following
additional features: the ability to control the virtual serial
port from the command line the ability to schedule port

monitoring to occur in the background or at a certain time
the ability to monitor your serial port activity over the

network the ability to remotely configure the virtual serial
port on a remote server 5ec8ef588b
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